
ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, PATIALA
HOLIDAYS' HOMEWORK '
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CLASS:X

1. Do the following assignment in a scrap file,
a) Read the novel ',The Story of My Life_Helen

page also.

Enelish

I(eller" and write a review on it" Draw its cover

b) Collect information on any two Nature Poets" write about their birth, family background,educational qualification, major works, achievements etc. Do mention the main themes and plots theytalk about in their works. Also specify the work that you like the most and why.
c) Make a project on any eminent Political and Social reformer in about 150 words.

2" Make a brochure on any famous tourist spot.
3. Draft a poster on any one of the following:
"Save the Planet Earth" or "organic vs. Inorganic eatabres,,.

Chemistry
Q.1) Balance rhe following chemical equations :

1) Fe(OH)3 --------> Fe2O3 + HzO

2) FeS + Q, ---------+ Fe2O3 + SOz

3) NH4CI+ Ca(OH)2 ---_-> CaCl2 + NH3 + H2O

4) H3PO4 + HCI pCl5 + H2O

5) CqHro a Oz 

-> 

CO2 + g16

6) Fe3O4 + 1-1, -------> Fe + H,O

Science

7) CoHo + Oz -------> COz + HzO

8) BaCl2 + Al2 (SO4)3 ---+ BaSO4 + AlClg

9) H2SOa + NaHCOs ----+ NazSOc + COz + H2O

L0)NHg + Cl, -- N2Ha + NH*CI

Q.2) write Balanced chemical equation for following reactions :

1) sodium reacts with water to give sodium hydroxide and hydrogen.
2) solutions of Barium chloride and sodium sulphate in water react to give insoluble Barium
sulphate and solution of sodium chloride.
3) Zinc reacts with silver nitrate to give zinc nitrate and silver.
4) Aluminium reacts with copper chloride to give aluminium chloride and copper.
5) Zinc carbonate decomposes to give zinc oxide and carbon dioxide,
6) Lead nitrate decomposes to give lead oxide, nitrogen dioxide and oxygen gas.
7) Magnesium reacts with nitrogen gas to give magnesium nitride.
8) Phosphorus burns in oxygen to give phosphorus pentoxide .

9) Lead nitrate reacts with potassium iodide to give lead iodide and potassium nitrate.
10) sodium carbonate on reaction with hydrochloric acid gives sodium chloride, water and
liberates carbon dioxide

Q.3) Name the substance oxidized ,substance reduced,
following reactions :

1) MnOz + 4 HCI -----> MnClz + 2HzO + Clz
2) 4NH:+5Oz 

--) 
4NO +6H2O

3) Fe2O3+3CO 

-> 
2Fe +3CO2

oxidizing agent and reducing agent in the



4) PbsO++8HCl --> 3pbcl2+Cl2+4H2O
5) 3 Fe + 4HzO 

-> 
FegO+ + 4 Hz

Q.4) solve PA-1 chemistry part (13 marks ) in chemistry homework notebook.

Q.5) Revise NCERT Questions of Chemical
Biolosv

1. Draw a well labelled diagram of the following:
The Human Alimentary Canal, Human respiratory System, Excretory system in man, section of
human heart, Structure of nephron
2. Give a schematic representation of the circulatory system of man.
3, How does digestion of carbohydrates, proteins and fats tal<es in the humans?
4" What is double circulation? Describe it in humans?
5. Explain the process of urine formation in humans.

Revise the syllabus covered in the class. Complete horne work notebook.

Physics
1' Whentwo Resistors of resistances Rl and R2 are connected in parallel, the net resistance is

3 Ohm. When connected in series. its value is l6 Ohm Calculate the value of R, and R2.
2.A metal wire of resistivity 64* 10-6 Ohm-crn and length I 98 cpr has resistance of 7 Ohm.

Calculate its radius.
3.A cylinder of a material is l0 cm long and has a cross section of 2 cm2.If its resistance along

the length be 20 ohm .what will be its resistivity in nun-rber and unirs.
'1. Two copper wires A and B of length 30 m and l0 m have rudii 2 cm and 1 cm respectively.

Compare the resistance of the two wires. Which will have less resistance?
5.Calculate the equivalent resistance between the points A and B of the circuit shown below.
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6. Five resistors, each 3 Ohm are connected as shown in fig. Calculate the resistance between
the points.
(a)A and B (b) between the points C and D
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Social Studies
History
Do the thorough reading of the following chapters.

Ch:-3 .Democracy and Diversity Ch:-5. Popular Strr,rggles and Movements
Ch:-8. Challenges to Democracy

Geography
Water Resources (Dams and River valley projects)
Agriculture :-Types of Farming
Climate condition for crops:- Rice. Wheat, Sugarcane, Rubber" Cotton. Jute. Tea and Coffee
Primitive Subsistence farming IntensiveSubsistencef-arming Commercialfarming"

Economics
Paste the pictures of commodities which bear logos of ISI mark,Agmark and Hall mark and also explain

briefly"



Do THE F,LL,WING QUESTI,NS IA, A SEPRAWTE BooK

l. a) Use Euclid division lemma to find HCF of 405 2 and, 12576.
b) Find the largest number that divides 2053 and 967 and,leaves a remainder 5 and 7 respectively.

2. If HCF of 408 and 1032 is expressible in the form 1032m - 408 x 5" find m.

3. Prove that square of any positive integer is of the form 4m or 4m*1 for some integer m.

4. Express in decimal form:
,131113d) r.- c )uuoo I ooo zxs4

5. a) Find HCF and LCM of 595 and252.
b) Prove that r/3 + r,6 is irrational.

6. Find other zeros of 2xa + 7x3 - 9x2 - 14x + 30 if two zeros are ,/2 and _ A.
7' Ifa,$arezerosofx2- 4x-3,findaquadraticpolynomial whosezerosare3aand3B.

8. Find zeros of polynomial6x2 - l7x + 7 and.verify relationship between zeros and coefficients.

9" Findotherzerosofx4*4x3- 2x2 -l2x+),iftwozerosare I ancl 1.

l0.If cr, B are zeros of 3x2 - 4x +1, find value of
a) 1*P- b\ t*llpa'Ba

11. Draw graph of 4x - 3y - 6:0 and * + 3y * 9 :0 and find'ertices of triangle formed by lines and y_axis.

12. Find k if equations x + 2y:5 and 3x + ky 15 has unique solution and no solution.

l3' Determine by graphical method whether the following linear equation has a unique solution or not:2x- 5Y-t 4:0
2x+y-8:0

14. If one of zeros of polynomial
(k-l) x2 * kx * t is -:, then find the value of k.

15. What must b-e added to polynomial
xa + 2x3 *2x2 + x-l so thatiesulting polynomial is exactly divisible by
*2 +2*-3 ?

Project: 
Information TechnologY

Survey of any one ISPs (Airtel. Reliance etc.) , their founder, CEO. Head office, data plan. Brand ambassadors,
tagline etc.


